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Abstract
Advances in genome scanning technologies are revealing that copy number variants (CNVs) and polymorphisms, ranging from a few

kilobases to several megabases in size, are present in genomes at frequencies much greater than previously known. Discoveries of additional

forms of genomic variation, including inversions, insertions, deletions and complex rearrangements, are also occurring at an increased

rate. Along with CNVs, these sequence alterations are collectively known as structural variants, and their discovery has had an immediate

impact on the interpretation of basic research and clinical diagnostic data. This paper discusses different methods, experimental strategies

and technologies that are currently available to study copy number variation and other structural variants in the human genome.
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Introduction

The capacity for targeted or en masse detection of variation in

the human genome is dictated by the resolution of the

available technologies. In the early years of human genetics,

variation was detected by studying chromosomes under

microscopes, with notable observations of aneuploidy,1–3

heteromorphism4 and fragile sites,5 to name a few, dominating

our knowledge base. The advent of molecular biology, and

in particular nucleotide resolution analysis through DNA

sequencing and genotyping, led to the discovery, characteris-

ation and mapping of short tandem repeats (STRs; eg di-,tri-

and tetranucleotide microsatellites)6 and single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs).7,8 STRs and SNPs, and the technol-

ogies used to detect them, are described in numerous

comprehensive articles and reviews.9–12

The latest advances in studying human genomevariation have

been in the examination of copy number variants (CNVs)

(Figures 1 and 2) and other similarly sized structural changes

along human chromosomes. In general, this class of variants

refers to changes of an intermediate size, between micro-

or minisatellites and microscopically visible changes (usually

.1 kilobase [kb] and ,3megabases). Several recent investi-
gations have found that these variants are much more frequent

in the human genome than previously recognised13–20 and

in-depth descriptions of these variants and their properties can

be found in several recent reviews.21–29

Investigations of structural variants have been accompanied

by a host of newly developed technologies and methodologies,

with many of these latest-generation techniques being cur-

rently implemented and continually improved upon. As more

techniques arise, the most commonly asked question seems to

be, ‘What is the most appropriate technique or experimental

approach to address our specific question?’ Several factors can

be used to distinguish different techniques and should be

considered before embarking on a new study. These include

the scope of the technique (does the method assess targeted or

genome-wide variation?) and the resolution of the technique

(what types and sizes of variants need to be analysed?)

(Figure 2). Here, the techniques and methodologies currently

available for the analysis of structural variation (in particular,

copy number variation) in the human genome are reviewed.

Important factors in these analyses are highlighted, while, at

the same time, recommendations for these strategies are

made — in some cases based on the authors’ own personal

experiences. Fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) is not

discussed here because it is well established and has been

previously reviewed in detail.30 It should be noted, however,

that FISH is often the only way to assess certain forms of

structural variation along the chromosomes.
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Methods for detecting and scoring
copy number variation

The discovery and characterisation of structural variation in

the human genome has been driven by advances in methods

that allow comprehensive scanning of an entire genome, along

with targeted scans of defined loci. Originally, technologies

such as Southern blot hybridisation — using conventional and

pulsed-field gel electrophoresis, FISH and microsatellite scan-

ning offered the best methods for revealing changes in DNA

copy number. In some cases, particularly for disease diagnostics,

these methodologies are still the standard and may continue to

offer the only way to correctly resolve a complex rearrange-

ment. Each of these approaches lacks scalability, however, and

may also require parental DNA to facilitate data interpretation.

Notwithstanding, the prevailing approaches for identifying

CNVs have been either array based or quantitative (primarily,

polymerase chain reaction [PCR]-based) assays. The former is

used primarily for genome scanning, while the latter is used

for locus-specific testing (often with multiple loci screened

simultaneously) in first-pass and confirmatory screening

(for example, to confirm genome scan data). Additional

methods for detecting CNVs, including what are referred to as

computationally based and genotype-based assays, have come

forth recently. A flowchart outlining the available method-

ologies is given in Figure 2, while some techniques are dis-

cussed in greater detail below and illustrated in Figure 3.

Array-based methods for detection of
copy number variation

Array-based methods offer the most robust approach to

scanning for CNVs in a genome-wide manner. The main

differences between available platforms are in the type of DNA

molecule found on the array (genomic DNA clones, cDNA,

PCR products or oligonucleotides) and the type of

hybridisation used (competitive hybridisation versus single-

source hybridisation). These different platforms each have

inherent advantages and disadvantages.

Comparative genomic hybridisation

Detection of DNA copy number variation between differen-

tially labelled test and reference genomes has long been

feasible using competitive in situ hybridisation to metaphase

spreads.34 This approach, in which fluorescence ratios between

the two hybridised DNA sources reveal regions of gain or

loss, is referred to as comparative genomic hybridisation

(CGH). With the advent of microarrays, sample DNA can

now be hybridised to arrays spotted with a multitude of

DNA sequences. This not only increases the specificity

of CGH, but it also provides a dramatic increase in resolution.

Array-based CGH (aCGH) was first described in 1997.35

Two years later, the first experiment to employ a genome-

wide scanning approach utilised an array spotted with

cDNA clones.36 As the technology evolved, bacterial

artificial chromosomes (BACs) became the most common

type of genomic clone for spotting on the arrays

(Figure 3A).13,15,37–43 There are several advantages to using

BAC clones, including their availability, coverage of the

genome, known sequence identifiers (eg completed sequence

or clone end-sequence) and FISH-readiness. Moreover, BACs

and other large insert clones retain a genomic complexity

that often results in a more robust signal-to-noise ratio profile.

There are now several BAC arrays available that provide

partial or near-complete genome-wide coverage (genome-

wide coverage is also referred to as clone ‘tiling-path’ resol-

ution analysis).38–42 There are also commercial BAC arrays
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Figure 1. Illustration of copy number differences between two homologous chromosomes (A and B). Coloured boxes indicate copy

number changes, including tandem duplication (red) and two types of deletions: deletion of a tandem segment (green) and deletion of

an interspersed segment (blue). Below the chromosomes is a line graph showing the results of a comparison of chromosome B with

chromosome A. This is an idealised output of the results that could be obtained from a high-resolution comparative genomic

hybridisation experiment.
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available, both for genome-wide screening and for targeting

regions involved in microdeletion syndromes (eg Spectral

Genomics and Signature Genomics). Additionally, BAC arrays

have been designed that target potential rearrangement hot-

spots that are flanked by highly identical segmental dupli-

cations15 (Figure 3B). BAC arrays do, however, have some

inherent disadvantages. First, even with dense coverage, the

resolution of BAC arrays is limited by the size of the clones

themselves. Since BAC clones are generally 80–200 kb in size,

it can be difficult to identify CNVs smaller than ,50 kb.
Higher-resolution analysis can be achieved by spotting shorter

DNA molecules, such as cosmids, fosmids, cDNA,36 PCR

products44,45 or oligonucleotides on the array.14,31,46–49

Secondly, to the authors’ knowledge, there are currently no

available commercial services providing ‘tiling-path’ resolution

arrays. Presumably, this is because of the inherent challenges in

manufacturing this type of product. An academic enterprise

from the British Columbia Cancer Research Centre (http://

www.bccrc.ca/arraycgh/arrays.html) is the only provider of

such arrays, although there may be other vendors that the

authors are unaware of. Moreover, some groups offer access to

their arrays on a collaborative basis.
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Figure 2. Flowchart illustrating some of the factors that need to be considered when attempting to assess copy number variation.

Hexagons are used to designate choices, and rounded rectangles indicate the major techniques that are discussed further in this review.

Note the arrow from the bottom of the whole-genome scan that leads back to targeted analysis. This emphasises the fact that copy

number variants identified through whole-genome scans can be confirmed or tested directly in large cohorts of individuals using

targeted analyses. Abbreviations: BACs, bacterial artificial chromosomes; CGH, comparative genomic hybridisation; MAPH, multiplex

amplifiable probe hybridisation; MLPA, multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; QMPSF,

quantitative multiplex PCR of short fluorescent fragments; qPCR, quantitative PCR; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.
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Figure 3. Comparison of methods used to detect novel copy number variations. Three methods employ comparative genomic

hybridisation. In these methods, test (green bar) and reference (red bar) DNA are hybridised against: (A) a BAC array;13 (B) a targeted

BAC array;15 or (C) a representational oligonucleotide array.31 Probes of the array are drawn above the DNA region to which they

hybridise. Darkened boxes within the test or reference sequence bars correspond to duplications only found in one of the two

sequences. The colour of the probe indicates the relative hybridisation of the array to the assayed DNA, with yellow representing

equal copy number, green representing a duplication of the test region and red representing a duplication of the reference region.

(D) The single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) gene chip can be used as a quantitative array32 that assays only a test (green) DNA

sequence. Quantification of copy number is obtained by comparing the intensity levels of 20 pairs of oligonucleotide probes per SNP

(red lines) to data available for a reference set of control individuals. Both (C) and (D) use genomic representations created using

restriction enzyme fragmentation followed by adaptor-mediated polymerase chain reaction (PCR). This PCR is optimised to amplify

genomic DNA between 200 and 1,200 base pairs (bp). Thus, the regions illustrated are much smaller than in the other methods,

demonstrated by their smaller scale. (E) and (F) use in silico genome comparisons. In (E), intra- or inter-assembly comparisons not

only detect copy number changes (insertion/deletions; segments 2 and 3), but can also identify inversions (segments 7–9), sequence

variations (segments 11a versus 11b) and rearrangements (segments 13 and 14). Segments 18–20 show how whole-genome shotgun

(WGS) read depth can be used to detect duplications. A significant increase in the depth of WGS reads per 5 kilobases (kb) is often

an indication of duplication (dark green box) in the genome.33 In (F), the comparison is between the NCBI assembly (green) and a

fosmid paired-end sequence (red) derived genome.16 Fosmid paired-ends are shown above their corresponding sequence in the public

assembly. The average size of the fosmid insert is ,40 kb. Significant deviations (,32 kb or .48 kb) from this mean could indicate a

copy number variant and are highlighted.

Abbreviations: BAC, bacterial artificial chromosome; Mb, megabase(s).
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Spotting an array with oligonucleotides is one way of

achieving an increased resolution. The use of oligonucleotide

CGH arrays for copy number detection was first implemented

in an assay format called representational oligonucleotide

microarray analysis (ROMA)14,31 (Figure 3C). Similarly to

BAC arrays, ROMA utilises differentially labelled test and

reference genome DNA competitively hybridised to an array.

In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, however, the

complexity of the input DNA is reduced. This is accomplished

by a method called representation or whole-genome

sampling.50 In this method, the genomic DNA is fragmented

with a specific restriction enzyme. The resulting fragments are

then ligated with adaptors which act as primer binding sites in

a subsequent PCR amplification. The amplification conditions

are set only to amplify fragments up to ,1.2 kb. The initial
version of this method used Bgl II digestion, which gives rise

to an estimated 200,000 fragments in this size range.31 Oli-

gonucleotides for the array are then designed to match

sequences present in the (complexity-reduced) representation

sample. The published ROMA arrays have contained 85,000

oligonucleotides that are each 70 base pairs (bp) in length,

giving a resolution of ,30 kb throughout the genome. A
potential disadvantage of these first-generation ROMA arrays

is that, in general, only unique regions in the genome were

represented. This means that the ,5 per cent of the genome
covered by low copy repeats (LCRs — also called segmental

duplications)33,51 would not generally be assayed, even though

a large fraction of the existing copy number variation has been

shown to reside in these regions.13,15,52 The omission of

duplicate regions will most likely be remedied in higher res-

olution arrays, spotted with a larger number of oligonucleo-

tides, which are expected to be forthcoming (ROMA

platforms using arrays with .300,000 probes are now being

developed). As reflected in the published literature, the

ROMA technology seems to be primarily used by its inventor,

Dr Michael Wigler, along with his collaborators, and has not

yet been adopted by the majority of users.

In addition to the ROMA methodology, companies such as

Agilent (http://www.agilent.com) and NimbleGen (http://

www.nimblegen.com) have generated long oligonucleotide

arrays for direct (non-representational) CGH analysis. Agilent

now produces an array with ,43,000 60-mer probes with bias
toward genic and non-repetitive euchromatic regions.43,53,54

Experiments using this array can be performed with as little as

100 ng of input DNA per sample and provides a resolution

that can discern large chromosomal aberrations but lacks the

power to pick up small CNVs. To address the need for greater

resolution, Agilent is expecting to release next-generation

arrays with ,185,000 and .300,000 probes early next year.
NimbleGen offers both whole-genome and custom-targeted

‘fine-tiling’ arrays containing 385,000 probes.18,55 These

provide a mean spacing of ,7-8 kb on the whole-genome
array and can give a resolution better than 500 bp (with probes

as densely spaced as 10 bp apart) in custom fine-tiling arrays.

NimbleGen uses probes that vary in size between 45–85 bp,

such that their Tms are equalised at 768C (‘isothermal’), thus

providing more uniform probe performance. In the Nimble-

Gen business model, however, the NimbleGen staff performs

all of the hybridisation experiments, requiring customers to

supply 1–3mg of purified sample and reference genomic
DNA. Data analysis is also heavily based on company-designed

algorithms. Although this may be preferable for many lab-

oratories, some may find it difficult to provide such a relatively

large quantity of DNA. Other laboratories will not be able to

provide DNA because of research ethics restrictions governing

how their DNA samples can be handled and disseminated.

SNP chips

A slightly different approach to using oligonucleotide arrays

for copy number detection is to use the hybridisation inten-

sities from SNP genotyping platforms, such as those made by

Affymetrix or Illumina.32,56–62 Although both of these

approaches use oligonucleotides spotted on an array, the SNP

arrays differ from CGH in a number of fundamental ways.

Most notably, the SNP arrays were originally designed for

genotyping, so they do not directly compare two DNA

sources through competitive hybridisation, as is the case with

CGH. Instead, hybridisation intensities from a single DNA

source are adapted to provide information about copy number

through subsequent comparisons with a set of reference values

from control individuals.

With the Affymetrix SNP arrays, input DNA preparation is

similar to ROMA in that the DNA to be hybridised is

reduced in complexity by restriction digestion followed by

PCR-based amplification of fragments in a specific size range.

These DNA fragments are then hybridised to an array where

each SNP is represented by 20 probe pairs representing the

match and mismatch alleles57 (Figure 3D). Comparison of the

intensity values from these match and mismatch probes to

reference values from control individuals is used to acquire

copy number data. The highest resolution array currently

available assays roughly 500,000 SNPs, with an average spacing

of ,6 kb. This high density of probes allows consecutive SNPs
to be used to estimate copy number and effectively increases

the signal-to-noise ratio. Although the distribution of probes

along the euchromatic regions is relatively uniform, there is

under-representation within segmentally duplicated regions.

As reflected in numerous publications demonstrating applica-

bility, the most common publicly available algorithms used to

extract the copy number intensity data include the Dchip63

and CNAT57 packages.

Instead of spotting oligonucleotides on glass slides, Illumina

attaches probes to beads. The coated beads are pooled and

then positioned randomly on an array, giving approximately

30-fold feature redundancy. Because the beads are positioned

randomly, a series of hybridisations are needed to identify
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the probe locations along the array. Illumina has two

genotyping platforms that can be used for the detection of

CNVs: GoldenGate and Infinium. Whereas GoldenGate can

be used to multiplex genotyping experiments (up to 1,536-

plex), the newer Infinium platform — which utilises 100K or

317K ‘beadchips’ — is the most viable option for whole-

genome analyses. In this platform, input DNA is hybridised to

the probes, this is followed by a single base extension at the

SNP with differentially labelled nucleotides. Like the

Affymetrix SNP arrays, the intensity values from this hybrid-

isation are compared with values from control individuals to

gain information about copy number. At the time of writing,

there were only a few studies that used the Illumina platforms

to identify CNVs. It is expected that this will soon change,

however, as more initiatives incorporate copy number identi-

fication into the experimental design of their genetic studies.64

Genotype-based methods for
identifying deletions

Along with hybridisation intensities, SNP platforms also

generate genotype data. These genotypes, when generated

from multiple related individuals, afford additional opportu-

nities to assess genomic deletions. With a single individual,

genotyping will not detect deletions due to the fact that

hemizygosity will be miscalled as homozygosity for the present

allele (or, in the case of homozygous deletion, a null or failed

genotype will be observed). By contrast, if parent–offspring

trios are analysed, losses of heterozygosity65,66 can be discov-

ered when Mendelian inheritance is violated. These can lend

support to regions identified as deletions when assessing

hybridisation intensities. Naturally, non-Mendelian inheri-

tance can also signify other genomic alterations, including

segmental or complete uniparental isodisomy or heterodis-

omy.67,68

Additionally, large collections of genotype data, such as

those generated by the International HapMap Consortium,

can be used to identify deletion polymorphisms.18–20 Two

recent studies have utilised this resource to identify deletions in

the human genome by looking for violations of Mendelian

inheritance, Hardy–Weinberg disequilibrium or null geno-

types.19,20 An earlier study of patient samples offers a proto-

typic example of how this approach can be used in a disease

study.69 Certain regions of the genome have extensive marker

coverage, giving this approach a high resolution with the

power to detect relatively small (as small as 1 kb) deletions.

Interestingly, many of the deletions appear to be in high

linkage disequilibrium (LD) with neighbouring SNPs.18,20,70

This could indicate that they have arisen on a single

chromosome from an ancestral population. This is important,

as it allows deletion carrier status to be inferred from SNP

genotypes and further allows the investigation of associations

between deletions and disease. It is also expected that other

CNVs, such as insertions/deletions of regions with copy

number greater than two, will show significant LD with

neighbouring SNPs. To date, however, no reports have been

published to support this assumption. Additionally, LD

associations are expected to be more complex in regions that

have many copies (such as segmental duplications), making

complex disease association analyses more difficult.

Quantitative methods for
locus-specific testing

Quantitative methods offer an effective approach to assessing

variation at targeted loci. These can be used to assess copy

number changes at known or proposed disease regions, often

with high-throughput screening of large cohorts of samples.

Alternatively, these methods can be used to confirm regions

that have been identified in whole-genome scans using array-

based approaches. In general, the major difference between

quantitative methods is in how they analyse the input DNA;

do they directly assay the genomic DNAwith PCR or do they

first hybridise with a targeted probe? These differences are

discussed in more detail below.

Quantitative PCR

Real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) has been used for many

years in the quantification of gene expression.71 The basis of

qPCR is that the rate of amplification is proportionate to the

number of template copies. By monitoring the amplification

in ‘real-time’, it is possible to determine when the PCR

reaction is in the exponential phase of amplification. It is in

this phase that quantification of the starting template occurs;

however, it is also necessary to use a control region with

known copy number to adjust for variable starting amounts

between samples. There are several types of qPCR assay, but

they are all based on the same basic principle: an increase in

PCR product is manifested as an increase in fluorescence,

which can be monitored throughout the PCR reaction.

Although most available protocols for real-time qPCR work

well for scoring deletions and duplications,72,73 they are,

generally, not suitable for multiplexing. To facilitate scoring of

multiple target regions in a single experiment, some novel

approaches have been developed. These assays are similar in

that the final product is separated by size within a gel, which is

inherently more amenable to multiplexing than spectral

separation of products.

The simplest of these assays is called quantitative multiplex

PCR of short fluorescent fragments (QMPSF).74,75 PCR

assays are designed to amplify up to ten target regions in

parallel, with each product varying in length. One primer for

each target is labelled with a 6-FAM (6-carboxyfluorescein)

moiety, while the other primer carries a short stabilising

tail sequence. PCR amplification is stopped within the
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exponential phase and products of different size are separated

by electrophoresis. Each product is represented by a peak, and

the peak height — relative to a reference — correlates with

the amount of product. Because each reaction requires a

labelled primer, experiments can become expensive if many

regions are tested. To lower the cost, an alternative protocol

has been developed,76 in which all primers are designed with a

specific hexa-decamer tail sequence. These tails then serve as

templates in a subsequent amplification reaction, where

universal labelled primers are used. Although this adds an extra

step to the protocol, only a single FAM-labelled primer is

needed, irrespective of the number of targets.

Probe-based multiplex assays

Multiplex amplifiable probe hybridisation (MAPH)75,77–79

and multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification

(MLPA)80–82 allow differences in copy number to be detected

based on quantification of probes specific for a target region.

In MAPH, the test DNA is denatured, bound to a nylon

filter and then hybridised with probes specific for the target

region. Each probe has a different length but they all carry

identical tail sequences, allowing subsequent amplification

with fluorescently-labelled universal primers. After amplifica-

tion, products are separated by size and quantified based on the

fluorescence intensity ratio of target compared with control

regions. Up to 40 loci can be interrogated simultaneously.83

The main disadvantage of MAPH is the amount of work and

optimisation needed to obtain a robust probe set. Each probe

has to be cloned in order to add the universal tail sequences.

Once a probe set has been developed, however, it can be

used for high-throughput screening of all exons of a specific

gene (eg DMD84) for deletions or duplications in large

patient cohorts.

MLPA is different from MAPH in that it is performed

in solution, it is, however, still dependent on probe amplifi-

cation. In MLPA, pairs of probes are made for each target. The

two probes in each pair are designed to hybridise adjacent to

each other at the target region. Through a DNA ligation step,

a contiguous probe molecule is created. The probes carry a tail

sequence that serves as a template for universal fluorescently-

labelled primers in a subsequent amplification step. The

resulting products can then be separated and quantified in the

same manner as in MAPH. In the initial protocol for MLPA,

each probe was cloned in a vector. A more recent advance

demonstrates that synthesised probes work equally well, but

there is a limit to the size of the probes that can be produced.

This, however, can be overcome by introducing two different

universal primer pairs, each labelled with a different

fluorescent marker, thereby allowing for separation of the

final products based on both size and wavelength of

fluorescence.85,86 MLPA has been successful using up to 40

probes in a single experiment.80 As with MAPH, once a probe

set has been developed, it works reproducibly in screening

large cohorts of samples.82 There are more than 50 commer-

cially available pre-tested MLPA probe kits designed for many

of the known microdeletion syndromes, as well as for genes

where intragenic deletions and duplications are common

causes of disease (http://www.mrc-holland.com).

Computationally-based methods for
detecting structural variants

While the above techniques physically assay DNA molecules

to assess copy number variation, it is also possible to evaluate

genomes in silico by comparing DNA sequences. As more

sequence data become available, this option will become more

viable and popular. Three main strategies have emerged,

utilising different types of sequence data: (a) sequence

assemblies (Figure 3E); (b) clone end sequences (Figure 3F);

and (c) sequence read depths (Figure 3E), although these

methods are largely limited to the analysis of data that are

already publicly available from large-scale sequencing initiat-

ives. This is due to the current, hugely prohibitive cost of

generating full sequence coverage or redundant clone library

end-sequence data from an individual’s DNA.

Whole-genome or chromosome assemblies have the benefit

of being able to detect practically any type of variation, even

down to the single nucleotide. This provides an advantage

over array-based methods, where the resolution is dependent

on the density of probes spotted on the array. In this strategy,

sequence assemblies from two sources are compared compu-

tationally, allowing differences in sequence, copy number or

orientation to be annotated. Although the majority of these

strategies compare two human assemblies, such as the two

distinct and near-complete assemblies of chromosome 787–89

and the HLA region,90 it is also possible to detect large

variations by comparing the human genome with its closest

living relative, the chimpanzee. Although these interspecies

comparisons primarily look for sequence variation between

species, they can also identify polymorphic differences, such as

inversions17 and copy number differences.91

Using clone end-sequences (eg fosmids) from a genomic

library constructed from a single genome is another sensitive

approach that allows for the detection of variants as small as

8 kb in one study.16 In this technique, end-sequences are

anchored to the public genome assembly. The distance

between the two ends can then be calculated, giving an

observed or computed size of the clone. Because the

approximate physical size of the clone is known (in the case of

fosmids, the size is typically ,40 kb), large deviations between
the computed and physical sizes can represent variations

between the two genomes. Although some large deletions can

be identified, this approach generally does not readily allow

the detection of copy number increases larger than 40 kb.

On top of copy number variation, this method is capable of
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detecting some inversions by looking for end-sequences that

have an incorrect orientation with respect to the public

assembly. Along with genome assembly sequence comparisons,

this represents the only published method (to the authors’

knowledge) for genome-wide investigation of inversions.

There is currently a National Institutes of Health-led large-

scale genome initiative to end-sequence fosmid clones from

numerous libraries prepared from different HapMap samples

aimed at discovering structural variation in the human

genome.

Following the example of scanning for segmental dupli-

cations,33 the third approach to assessing sequence-read depth

will probably become more relevant when whole-genome

shotgun sequencing of multiple genomes becomes standard

practice.92 The rationale behind this technique is that regions

of the assembly with greater read depth may be present in

multiple copies and, in certain instances, the copy number of

the region may vary between individuals.

In all three of these sequence analysis strategies, the accu-

racy of the data will only be as good as the quality of the

assemblies available and confirmation using a secondary

method (eg quantitative methods listed above) will probably be

required. It is also noteworthy that the study of SNPs located

in LCRs,93 some being paralogous sequence variants,52 can

also be used to detect simple and complex copy number

differences arising from duplication, deletion or gene

conversion.

Clinical diagnostic implications

The ultimate aim of genetic diagnostics is to evaluate the

genomic content of a cell or group of cells as completely and

accurately as possible. The objective is to provide either

diagnostic insight into the phenotype of a patient or, alterna-

tively, to provide predictive or prognostic insight into the

patient’s disease or developmental outcome. The upshot is that

there have always been some implicit assumptions as to what

constitutes a normal genome and a concomitant normal

phenotype and hence, by extension, what would constitute an

abnormal genome and a deleterious phenotype. For example,

the location of the abl gene and BCR locus (either by

molecular genetic or cytogenetic means) on chromosomes

9q34 and 22q11.2, respectively, is considered normal, whereas

their co-localisation on a Philadelphia chromosome is con-

sidered abnormal and suggestive of chronic myelogenous

leukaemia. Similarly, the presence of two copies of chromo-

some 21 in a metaphase preparation is considered consistent

with a normal karyotype, whereas the presence of a third copy

would be consistent with Down syndrome.

Whereas the majority of approved diagnostic tests query

specific genomic loci of confirmed pathogenicity, such as in

the previously mentioned examples, others assess loci only

suspected to be associated with disease (eg some sub-telomeric

deletions in mental retardation).94–100 In the latter scenario,

if a genomic variant is found at the locus in question in a

proband, current convention assumes that such a variation is

pathogenic if: (i) there is an obvious accompanying phenotypic

abnormality in the proband and (ii) the variant is absent in

both parents. If one of these parameters is untrue, however,

the diagnostician faces a dilemma as to the potential patho-

genicity of the genomic aberration.101 The discovery of the

phenomena of CNVs, particularly in the context of whole-

genome array-based analyses, will challenge conventional

understanding of the genome and necessitate a cautionary

note regarding assumptions about phenotype/genotype

associations. Many questions will emerge, such as: is the CNV

detected in a proband truly the causative genomic aberration,

or is it a benign CNV which deflected our attention from the

more subtle malignant genomic aberration?’ ‘Is that genomic

variant serendipitously detected in a normal healthy individual

during the course of an unrelated genetic test cause for

concern? Is it a prognosticator of a late-onset disease or, again,

simply a benign structural variant?’ ‘Is that copy number

polymorphism present in greater than 1 per cent of the

population truly benign, or does it, in fact, have a clinical

utility in identifying disease susceptibility?’

In the authors’ estimation, the major factors influencing

which of the current methods will be used broadly for the

detection of CNVs in a clinical diagnostic (or basic research)

setting will depend on many factors including accuracy,

specificity, set-up time, assay cost, the extent of a genome

required to be assayed and requirements for sample input.

Broad-based implementation, including those at the regulatory

level, will also be influenced by patent restrictions. The

flowchart in Figure 2 summarises some factors that need to be

considered regarding the technologies and approaches

described in this review. To obtain the most comprehensive

analysis of both the microscopic and sub-microscopic copy

number variation of a genome, it is the authors’ belief that the

likely paradigm that will prevail will consist of: (i) a karyotype

and array-based scan for global assessment of balanced and

copy number-type unbalanced variants, respectively, followed

by (ii) locus-specific confirmation using targeted FISH or

quantitative PCR-based approaches. Obviously, where simple

alterations are being tested for in defined phenotypes, such as

the dosage-related microdeletion and duplication genomic

disorders,102,103 only those techniques yielding locus-specific

data would be required.

Unresolved issues and
recommendations

Currently, there is no single approach that will allow all types

of copy number or other structural variants to be identified.

This is underscored by the surprisingly small degree of overlap

between the published datasets, which in some cases assess
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identical samples.28 Short of comparing ‘finished’ sequence

assemblies generated from unique donor (and preferably

haploid) sources,26 a multitude of approaches will be required

to generate and validate variants in a comprehensive manner.

There is also the possibility that new technologies, such as

those that utilise direct counting and/or sequencing of single

DNA molecules, will provide superior resolution of

CNVs.92,104 Not only would these analyses be high resolution

and high throughput but they could be highly informative, in

that they would provide more accurate copy numbers, as

opposed to the current techniques, which only annotate

CNVs as gains or losses. Notwithstanding, the current

repertoire of technologies has facilitated numerous significant

studies of chromosome structure,105 disease64,100 and clinical

diagnostics.98,106,107

For a newcomer to this field, the authors recommend

reading papers relevant to the biological question at hand and

then assessing which approach(es) is/are most conducive to

success for that project. Even the best-funded laboratories will

not be able to establish and maintain the complete range of

technologies, so selection of one or a few platforms will need

to be made. In a way, the copy number and structural variation

field is currently in the same state of flux as the SNP geno-

typing field was in the late 1990s to early 2000s. A general

trend in technologies seems to be moving towards the devel-

opment of long (.60-mers) oligonucleotide arrays containing
very high probe coverage uniformly distributed across the

genome (eg Agilent, Nimblegen platforms and others). It will

be very interesting to see how the market dictates the success

and evolution of this type of platform versus SNP-based

approaches (eg Affymetrix and Illumina), which also allow

extraction of copy number information but have the added

information of genotypes. There will also be progress in

identifying surrogate SNPs19,70 or other markers for the more

complex structural variants, allowing typing in large sample

collections. In some cases, the technology used will be dictated

by what equipment already exists in local (core) laboratories.

The authors consider this first review as providing a snapshot

of what is happening in the field and foresee that a second

edition summary in a year or so would look entirely different,

due to rapid advances in the field.

When investing in the technologies described in this paper,

there are considerations that extend outside those of most

typical laboratory management decisions. For example,

beyond the rather straightforward choice of targeted or

genome-wide experiments (Figure 2) and then selection of the

corresponding reagent (eg types of primers or microarrays),

one must consider the training level of technicians, specialised

equipment (eg hybridisation ovens, scanners), and extended

warranty and service support for some expensive equipment

that may require constant upgrading. Moreover, in the

authors’ experience, the weakest links in the current state

of the technologies are the algorithms available for mining

accurate structural variation data. Investments in this area are

growing, such that interpretation of any data generated now

will only improve.

Many other practical issues are worth discussing, including:

(1) DNA must be of very high-quality preparation and, for

genetic studies, preferably from peripheral blood

(lymphoblastoid lines can introduce some transformation-

derived alterations). Low-quality DNA will lead to

major problems, whereas whole-genome amplified

DNA seems to be suitable;108–110 however, this assertion

will require more analysis to confirm that copy number

ratios are maintained.

(2) At present, for comparative array CGH approaches, there

is no standard hybridisation control DNA sample that

has been adopted (although some experiments compare

an ‘average’ genome by using pooled DNA samples).

Differences between control DNA can cause various

problems in correlating results between projects. In a

positive step, at a recent Wellcome Trust-sponsored

meeting, a recommendation was made to contact the

Genome Standards Department of the British Standards

Institute regarding appropriate reference standards for

CGH.

(3) There are issues surrounding the content and quality of

data in control databases. Currently, most structural

variation data are available from two databases, namely the

Database of Structural Variants (http://projects.tcag.ca/

variation/)13 and the Human Structural Variation

Database (http://humanparalogy.gs.washington.edu/

structuralvariation/);15 however, neither of these datasets

is currently displayed by the major genome browsers

(NCBI, UCSC). The number of samples and entries in

these databases are still rudimentary but are expected to

grow substantially in 2006. The quality of the data in

the databases is fairly heterogeneous, with only a small

proportion of variants being validated using a second

technology. This will become even more of an issue as

large genotyping datasets become a significant source for

discovery of new structural variants.64

(4) There are still limitations to all of the technologies.

Most approaches readily allow resolution of a single gain

or loss in copy number away from diploidy. With more

complex deviations, however, where the normal copy

number may be five or six, the interpretation becomes

increasingly imprecise.

(5) The accuracy of mapping the breakpoints of a structural

variant can be fairly wide-ranging, due to limitations

inherent in the technique or the density and distribution

of probes on an array. Moreover, because many of the

breakpoint regions can overlap segmental duplications or

gaps in the human sequence assembly, more detailed

targeted analysis is often required.

This review focuses on methodologies for the identification

of CNVs in the human genome. If the goal is explicitly to

fine-map the precise content and boundaries of the variable
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regions, however, additional experiments are required. These

include the elucidation of the DNA sequence content in each

copy of a region. Due to the nature of their design, certain

approaches are more amenable to this type of analysis. For

example, in the fosmid end-sequencing strategy, fosmid clones

overlapping the variable interval are automatically available

for sequencing experiments. Also, some of these duplicated

sequences may already be present in the human genome

raw sequences (as seen in the human sequence read-depth

analysis33), but are collapsed into a single copy in the current

genome build. For some variations, however, such as

duplications .100 kb, this process could be more tedious
and possibly require extensive library preparation and/or

screening, mapping and re-sequencing.

The field of structural variation has now taken centre stage

in human genetics and genomics research. The strengths and

weaknesses of the different experimental and technical

approaches discussed in this review, and also new ones, will

be borne out through thorough scientific investigation. As

more studies are undertaken, in particular through the inves-

tigation of the association between structural variants and

disease,111–113 a greater understanding of the nature of the

human genome and its variability in the population will be

achieved. As in many other genomic studies, advances in the

analysis of CNVs and structural variants in the human genome

will set the precedent for the study of genomes in other

species.
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